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Lani with you again, helping you to orient yourself,
your focus, your attention, into the greater state of
consciousness and that which we identify as your
galactic body of light. Resonate with the higher
energy fields that you bring through into your
physical body and also resonate with the higher
dimensional energy fields of information. Now feel
that you have been drawn into this receiving area
within the Station of Light.
Are you here? Are you perceiving what is around
you? Are you seeing this? Are you feeling that you
are present in a gathering of Beings? I know that
you are here with me and with others.
This is how we begin this session today.

“Welcome Galactic Beings,
travelers through time and
dimension in existence.

energy field to repattern, to dissolve those areas
that were needing this essential higher existence of
light – the higher patterning – the codes.

This is how we acknowledge
you in this space today, Orem
addressing you as usual and
this is a gathering space which
you and we created in a
different state of consciousness for you to regather
your infinite energy system, bringing it all into what
you know as you in this current lifetime in the
present dimensional intersections of creation. This
you are within. You are part of that creation.

This is a continuation of the sessions previously
you have been experiencing, so as you adjust your
energy frequency and you are opening the
intelligent analysis processes to receive the full
knowing, then you realise more of what is coming
forward to you in this quantum field of
consciousness, embracing all that has evolved
around you in your existence – the accumulation of
what had experienced in patterns of other aspects
of you and currently still existing in that overlaying
field of energy systems. You have been working to
reveal the clear pathway through those energy
systems as you resonate back with the original
point of consciousness where you existed in your
original form of created consciousness. This is
another way of delivering to you that reconnection
to your original point of existence – your point of
origin.

Many times in the humanoid body you have
forgotten this prime energy presence that you are
and so we created this space for you to come into
to remember, to regather those aspects of your
infinite state of consciousness and here you are.
This is the present moment of existence within
existence, within creationism, within the cosmic
consciousness that you are. Everything is here with
you now.
In the dimensional separation as Earth had become
its own individual entity, this was when you came
forward into this particular current aspect of
creation of you, to help organize and be part of the
accessible
informational
system
which
acknowledges that there is the underlying essence
of creation and this is coming forward as
illumination – as light – as existence as light.
Involved in the revelation of light illumination and
being revealed, you undertook to dissolve within
the light many aspects of creation that in a sense
you might have termed are not part of that
centralized consciousness of light. You have been
doing this until you realised that they were just
areas that needed more of this essential aspect of
creation.
As we deliver these words to you and the energy
with the words, again you will be experiencing
aspects within your own energy system that are
receiving this light and the light is activating the
energetic processes involved in your physicality

Again, you may be experiencing a stronger
alignment reconnection. It does appear sometimes
in your consciousness field that there are layers –
that you are moving through layers into the actual
central point of existence, and so it is, gathering to
you again, that encoded sequence that is
necessary for you in the current existence. If it is
necessary for you, it is necessary for all of the Earth
field existence – the Beings present in the current
existence and many of those reflect aspects that
you have experienced.
Also within the greater consciousness field
surrounding Earth are the higher evolved patterns
that you have existed as and you are drawing all of
that information field into you as a conduit for that
to come in to align Earth station again into that
higher patterning of existence. Earth is placed
where it is in a sequence of dimensional shifts and
these respond to the activation of different fields of
consciousness and you are part of those fields of
consciousness.

So, when you realise the quantum of all of this, then
you realise you are part of the Galactic
consciousness existence and you are radiating an
energetic field of support.
Here you may find this is interesting in a quantum
level because if you are radiating on a quantum
consciousness level to all that exists around the
Earth, you are doing that to you. You are part of that
quantum consciousness field. We are all existing as
part of this quantum consciousness field. Resonate
with that. Expand into that. As part of this you may
be experiencing a shift in aspects of what you might
term energy fields. You may feel that there are
darker energy fields that are dissolving away within
this quantum connection, within this quantum field
of consciousness. It is not defined as one or two or
multi. It is what it is, purely, in existence, in this
quantum field. Experience this.

You are now restored to awareness of being within
the receiving area known more fully to you now as
the transition space as you transited through
dimensional fields to access this quantum field with
you in this aspect where you are, still fully
connected within that higher evolved aspect of you
of that quantum field of consciousness.
And thus it is.

Orem out “

Allow it to respond and activate and enliven the
blueprint – the quantum blueprint for life – the
blueprint – the concept which contains the blueprint.
You are surrounded in this galactic quantum field of
all support, upliftment.

Now together we bring you back to bring this into
your physical aspect as you know it, this energetic
unit that has the form that is appropriate to exist on
the Earth planet as it is evolving and changing, as
you, your body form is evolving and changing. Your
reconnection is assisting all of this process.
Acknowledge this within you.

Ulea out “

If you are on Earth to manifest new creations, these
concepts will be surfacing within you and around
you and you will be finding that there are new ways
to present yourself and your concepts and your
creations into this quantum field of existence known
in your current terms as light cities, of the higher
evolved civilisations within that energy field system.
Experience this.
Experience the way that you will be existing within
it. You still have the essential form necessary to
exist in everything that is of the planet Earth in its
general atmosphere, in its energy patterns and so
you will still be needing nourishment, needing
specific activities as you continue in a community,
the communal existence within the quantum
existence of all that is and all of this is expanding
within your entire energy field.

“You have been ready for this – every one of you.
You knew, you held in your consciousness field this
dimensional connection, the intersection of many
dimensions. As was referred to in the beginning of
this session, you created this in this absolute
quantum field. In this way I, Ulea, honour you and
acknowledge you for your creation and for allowing
us within the Station to use the Station of Light to
assist you to reconnect with all of this. Retain it
within you.

Lani again speaking with you
and again Ulea is present.
There is such a great field of – I
can only describe it as joy – that
flows out amongst all of us. Are
you experiencing that? What
else is the quantum field but
that pure essence? We can
only use our words to describe
it as Light and energy and
being informed with it all.

Thank you. I perceive Ulea withdrawing and I
acknowledge and give my appreciation to Orem as
well as all of us in this quantum field which I am
bringing back into my physical body, even as I am
addressing you, as you bring it all into your physical
body. Be aware of the changes, be aware of the
creations you want to manifest, be aware of
changes in the civilization in accordance with this
quantum field. In my awareness I feel it has
eliminated many discordant patterns. You may be
sensing it in some other way, it is all with you.
Now bring your attention back into the present
moment, as we measure time.
This ends this session through the Omega
Communications Portal. Thank you.
Love and Light to you Lani
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